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C-component dislocation loops are one of the unique defects in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystals
that promote the accelerated growth and void formation under irradiation. Here, we report in situ
observation of c-component dislocation loop formation in Mg under electron irradiation with emphasis
on their atomic structures. Aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy imaging is
utilized to reveal four possible types of double-layer loops, which were identified as different types of
stacking fault and dislocation core structures. Triple- and quadruple-layer c-component dislocation loops
were also observed. The formation mechanisms of the four types of double-layer loops were revealed via
molecular dynamics simulations. The experimentally observed formation rate of the single- and double-
layer dislocation loops is controlled by their formation energies. Our direct experimental observations in
combination with molecular dynamics simulations provide fundamental insight into the mechanisms
governing nucleation and growth of the c-component dislocation loops as well as their interactions,
which could potentially help with future development of irradiation-resistant materials.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Crystalline defects can be introduced into the materials when
being bombarded with high-energy particles such as neutrons,
ions, and electrons. Such bombardment causes atom displacements
from their equilibrium state in the lattice, forming interstitials and
vacancies or their clusters, which can be subsequently agglomer-
ated into dislocation loops, stacking fault tetrahedra, or voids [1e9].
Irradiated-induced dislocation loops, in particular, can form in a
variety of defect structures with different Burgers vectors
depending on the crystal structures, irradiation dosage and impu-
rities [10e14]. These different defect structures can become sinks
for point defects and interact with each other, which determine the
materials resistance to irradiation-induced hardening, creep,
anisotropy growth and void swelling [15e20]. Fundamental
knowledge of these defect structures is thus needed in order to
understand their formation, interaction, and evolution.
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
C-component dislocation loops are one unique type of
irradiation-induced defects in hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
crystals. It can be formed during neutron, electron and ion irra-
diation where vacancies and self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) are
generated and agglomerated into the close-packed basal (0001) c-
planes [21e27]. Consequently, a c-component dislocation loop
contains ½〈0001〉 Burgers vector component, and alters the
stacking sequence of the perfect hcp crystal. Stacking fault
structure is thus a characteristic of these c-component dislocation
loops, which is similar to the case in face-centered cubic (fcc)
crystals, whose irradiation induced Frank partial dislocation loop
is 1/3〈111〉. Further diffusion of point defects into the loops en-
larges their sizes, but adversely raises the stacking fault energy
that necessitates to be reduced. For fcc crystals, the stacking fault
of the loop can be fully erased as the loop structure transforms
into a perfect dislocation (b ¼ ½[110]) via Shockley partial dislo-
cation shear: 1=6½121� þ 1=6½211� þ 1=3½111�/1=2½110�. As the
perfect dislocation is formed, the loop is no longer restricted to
the close-packed plane and can further grow or slip away. Simi-
larly, in hcp structure, a faulted loop of 1=2〈1010〉 formed on a
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prism plane can also be annihilated by shear:
1=6½1210� þ 1=2½1010�/1=3½1120� [28].

The above dislocation transformation mechanism, however,
cannot be applied to the c-component dislocation loops located on
the basal plane. Alternatively, the excess stacking fault energy can
only be partially reduced by changing the loop structure from an
extrinsic type (i.e., E type, b ¼ 1/2<0001>) to an intrinsic one (i.e.,
I1 loop: b ¼ 1=6〈2203〉). In this new configuration, interstitial/va-
cancy layers are retained in the c-component dislocation loops,
locking the loops in the basal plane. Eventually, the accumulation of
such c-component dislocation loops on a basal plane causes lattice
strain in c-direction, [0001], depending upon the interstitial or
vacancy nature of the loop. It has been reported that the anisotropic
expansion in Zr under neutron irradiation could be partially
attributed to c-component dislocation loop formation [29]. C-
component dislocation loops were also observed in Zr during the
onset of accelerated/breakaway growth [30,31]. Griffiths et al.
further revealed the microstructure of Zr and Ti under electron and
neutron irradiation, and found a co-existing relationship between
void and c-component dislocation loop [32,33]. Such coexistence is
recently demonstrated in the void formation in Mg during electron
irradiation, where the void nucleation and growth is promoted near
the inner edge side of the loop [34,35].

The stationary nature of c-component dislocation loops on the
basal plane can promote more complicated multiple-layer loop
structure formation. Double-layer loop structure is commonly
observed in all hcp metals under irradiation, including Zr, Zn, Cd
and Mg [5,11,17,21,28,31,36]. In quenched Mg, double- or even
quadruple-layer vacancy c-component dislocation loops were re-
ported [37,38]. Considering the consequence of stacking fault
removal via the formation of a double-layer loop structure, pref-
erential formation of a new layer on the existing faulted loop is
generally believed responsible for the double-layer loop formation,
which leads to lower energy [5]. Such a process could also be driven
by the interaction between point defects and stacking faults as a
complementary mechanism [39]. Although double- or multi-layer
c-component dislocation loops have been observed in many hcp
materials, their atomic structural details are still not very clear. So
far, incomplete types of double-layer loop configurations have been
reported and inferred from the indirect diffraction contrast analysis
in TEM, and multiple loop structure is even less clear [5,38]. This is
largely due to the difficulties in determining the Burgers vector and
the stacking fault type of loops in transmission electronmicroscopy
(TEM) diffraction contrast imaging, particularly when loop size is
small or loop edges are close to each other. This conventional TEM
approach also loses the capability in revealing the dynamic process
of loop structure formation as a number of specimen tilts are
required to unambiguously identify the dislocation loop structure.
High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging may help with the deter-
mination, but it suffers from issues of phase contrast imaging or
delocalization, causing large uncertainty in determining the
stacking sequences and atomic structure of the faulted loop.

In this paper, we report an in situ observation of multi-layer c-
component dislocation loops in high angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) imaging in scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) and HRTEM. The atomic structures of c-component dislo-
cation loops are clearly revealed utilizing aberration-corrected
HAADF-STEM Z-contrast imaging. Several configurations of dou-
ble- and multiple-layer loop structure are found and categorized.
The observed new configurations are thought to be at the high-
energy state and have not been observed previously. Another
advantage of using in situ observation in this study is shown to
provide direct evidence of the loop-loop structure transformation.
With the establishment of a theoretical framework of double-layer
loop formation energy via molecular dynamics (MD) computer
simulations, our study could provide the fundamental under-
standing of the formation of the c-component dislocation loops
with multiple-layer structures and potentially help advance the
theoretical modeling in developing future nuclear materials with
high irradiation resistance.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Sample preparation

Commercial purity magnesium (99.9%) was used for this study.
The major impurity elements in this composition are 0.0510% Fe,
0.0320% Mn, 0.0089% C, 0.0054% Al, 0.0027% Na, 0.0026% Zn,
0.0010% H, and 0.0007% O in weight percent. TEM sample was
prepared by the electron-polishing method using a Struers
TenuPol-2 electro-polishing machine under �30 �C and 200 mA
current. The electrolyte contains 5.3 g lithium chloride, 11.16 g
magnesium perchlorate, 100 ml 2-butoxy-ethanol and 500 ml
methanol. Then, the TEM sample is low energy ion-milled on a cold
stage and plasma cleaned for HRTEM and STEM observation.

2.2. TEM and STEM observations

Electron irradiations and in situ dynamic observations were
operated simultaneously inside a JEM-2010F microscope at 200 kV.
The electron beam flux was about 8.2 � 1023 e�m�2�s�1, which
corresponds to a damage rate of 1.4� 10�3 dpa s�1. To determine the
dislocation loop structure in the STEM mode, the specimen was in
situ irradiated in an FEI Titan G2 microscope in the TEM mode
operated at 200 kV, with a beam flux of 6.3 � 1022 e m�2 s�1 dpa (a
damage rate of 1.1� 10�4 dpa s�1 for 1 h). Afterward, themicroscope
was switched to STEMmode for atomic resolution HAADF imaging.
The probe was aberration-corrected with a probe size of about
0.08 nm. The probe current, convergence angle, and collection inner
semi-angle were 30 pA, 21 mrad and 77 mrad, respectively. The
atomic column in Z-contrast imaging in HAADF-STEM directly cor-
responds to the real atomic column position in the crystal, which
allows faithful interpretation of the atomic stacking sequence and
dislocation structure of multiple-layer loops in hcp Mg.

2.3. Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations were conducted using the
Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
(LAMMPS) [40]. Formation energies of single- and double-layer
loops were calculated for different configurations identified in the
experiment. The specific formation energies of the second loop of
double-layer loops were derived from the results. The effect of
strain/stress on the formation energy was also studied using the
selected loops. Specifically, loops were constructed in an approxi-
mated circular shape containing 100 to 8000 SIAs. In total, the
simulation cells contained about 4.6 M atoms. Such big cells were
found sufficient to eliminate the size effect as big loops were
considered. Two types of single-layer loops were calculated, i.e., E
and I1. For double-layer loops, the first loop is constructed in either
E or I1 type containing 6051 SIAs. The diameter of such loop is
about 26 nm, which is close to the observed critical size of double-
layer loop formation in the experiment. The second loop was
further built according to the structure determined by the experi-
ment in this study. We varied the size of the loop from about 100 to
1900 SIAs for the second loop. Four types of double-layer loops
were compared in this study (will be defined in a later section) and
being relaxed for the energy calculation. To obtain the formation
energies, the simulation cells were relaxed at 0 K until the potential
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energy converged. The interatomic interaction was described by
the embedded-atom-method (EAM) potential developed by Liu at
al [41]. This potential accurately reproduces the cohesive energy
(1.51 eV) and the I2 stacking fault formation energy (54.5 mJ/m2) of
hcp Mg versus those measured in experiments, 1.51 eV and
60 mJ/m2, respectively. Therefore, it is suitable for this study. The
formation energy normalized to per SIA, Ef, is given by:

Ef
�
NSIA

�
¼ ðE � E0Þ

.
NSIA (1)

Here, E is the energy of a cell containing NSIA SIAs in the desired
configuration, and E0 the total energy of a defect free cell with the
same number of atoms. The specific formation energy of the second

loop, Ef2, is defined using a reference cell containing 6051 SIAs in a
single-layer loop of either E or I1 configuration, with a total energy
of E0 þ 6051*Ef ð6051Þ, by:

Ef2 ¼
�
E � E0 � 6051*Ef ð6051Þ

�.
NSIA
2 (2)

Here E is the energy of a cell containing a double-layer loop with
NSIA SIAs, and E0 the total energy of a defect free cell with the same

number of atoms. Ef2 is normalized using the number of SIAs in the

second loop, NSIA
2 , and the total SIA number contained is

NSIA ¼ 6051þ NSIA
2 .
3. Results and discussion

3.1. In situ observation of double-layer loop formation and growth

The complete formation process of a double-layer c-component
dislocation loop in Mg was observed under in situ HRTEM (see
supplementary video 1). A series of time-resolved images from the
video are shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning, a single-layer SIA
dislocation loop was first nucleated and grew on (0001) basal plane
projected in a line-shaped morphology in Fig. 1a. After the single-
layer loop extended to 25e100 nm, a contrast change was noticed
in HRTEM image close to the center region of the first faulted loop
(pointed out by an arrow in Fig. 1a). Such a contrast change is
attributed to the arising of local lattice strain, indicating the
nucleation of a new interstitial layer on the basal plane, i.e., a sec-
ond loop. The initial growth rate of double-layer loops is about
0.2e0.35 nm/s in diameter for the first layer loop, and about
0.07e0.25 nm/s in diameter for the second layer loop according to
HRTEM observation. The interstitial nature of the second loop is
further confirmed when it grew into a larger size, whose ½〈0001〉
Burgers vector component can be identified from HRTEM imaging
as pointed out by the arrows in Fig. 1c. Meanwhile, the first loop
continued to grow on the (0001) basal plane until it started to
interact with neighboring loops, as seen in Fig. 2. The double-layer
loop could grow to a size of 50e200 nm, as revealed by dislocation
contrast from weak beam dark-field (WBDF) TEM imaging in the
irradiated area. The WBDF image also showed dark contrast inside
the second loop, which is different from the brighter contrast in
between the first and second loop (dashed region in Fig. 1d), sug-
gesting the removal of stacking fault inside the second loop.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2017.04.015.

Loop-loop interactionwas observed when the edges of neighbor
loops were extending toward each other. Fig. 2 shows a typical case
in which three loops involved in (see more details in supplemen-
tary video 2). The top and bottom loops were growing and
extending to the left side of the figure, while the middle one was
growing and extending to the right. The c-component dislocation
loop usually interacts with each other in a head-on-head way. As
outlined by dashed ellipses in Fig. 2b and d, the loop edge (as
pointed out by arrow) extended until it was lined up with other
loop edges along 〈0001〉 direction. Such manner is also observed
from a WBDF imaging in Fig. 1d as pointed out by the arrows. Note
that the loop growth rate will decrease significantly when the loop
edges met and aligned head-on-head. The loop-loop interaction
could be strong enough to stop or even push back the loop exten-
sion as illustrated in the dynamic process between the middle and
the bottom side of the loop in Fig. 2bed and supplementary video 2.
As a result, network of these c-component dislocation loops can be
formed (Fig. 1d) when the loop extension is suppressed. Such
network structure provides a relatively stable environment for
further void growth in the later stage as revealed in Ref. [35].

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2017.04.015.
3.2. Versatile structure of the double-layer loops

It is found that c-component double-layer loops can form
diverse configurations in hcp Mg. Depending on its first and second
loops types, Fig. 3 summarized all four possible double-layer loop
structures that were observed, named as (a) E-N type, (b) I1-I2 type,
(c) I1-Na type, and (d) I1-Nb type. The detailed atomic structure of
these four types of double-layer loops are presented in Fig. 4,
and the corresponding formation path of double-layer loops from
single-layer E or I1 loops, and their possible transformation are also
proposed in the figure. For the convenience of discussion, we name
the double-layer loop structures based on their stacking-fault
types. Take the E-N type of double-layer loops for example, E de-
notes extrinsic-type of stacking fault for the first loop; N represents
the perfect crystal restored by the second loop. In most cases, the
stacking fault configuration is unique to the specific type of the
double-layer loop structure, providing us a convenient way to
distinguish the loop structure by identifying the stacking fault
structure from atomic HAADF-STEM images.

According to the in situ observation in Fig. 1, the formation of
double-layer loop appears to be a two-step process via forming a
precursor loop at beginning, and then nucleating the second loop
next. For the E-N type double-layer loop shown in Fig. 3a, its first
loop has a Burgers vector of b1 ¼½[0001], and contains an extrinsic

(E) type stacking fault with ABABCABAB stacking sequence. The

underline label BCA indicates the stacking sequences to be different
from the ideal ABABABAB stacking in hcp crystal (labeled as N). The
second layer of interstitial atoms could further results the stacking

sequences as ABABA*CABAB or ABABCB*ABAB (* indicates the add-
on second interstitial layer to the first sequence), and the perfect
stacking sequence can be restored by locally shuffling the neigh-
boring interstitial atom from C to B position (or C to A). Thus, a
second interstitial loop with a Burgers vector of b2 ¼ ½[0001] is
formed. The corresponding reaction can be expressed as:

bE�N ¼ 1
2
½0001� þ 1

2
½0001� ¼ ½0001� (3)

Fig. 4 (mid-left) shows the experimental observation of E-N
double-layer loop configuration. The c-component and its stacking
fault sequence of the first and second loops are illustrated in the
corresponding schematic drawing.

For the I1-I2 type loop shown in Figs. 3b and 4 (mid-right), the
first loop has a Burgers vector of b1 ¼ 1 =6 ½2203� and an intrinsic (I1)

type stacking fault with ABABCBCB stacking sequence. I1 faulted
loop could be directly transferred from E type of single-layer loop
via 1 =3 ½1100� partial dislocation shearing. The shear is suggested via

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2017.04.015
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Fig. 1. In situ observation of a double-layer loop formation under electron radiation (see also supplementary video 1). a, A single-layer interstitial c-component dislocation loop is
growing along (0001) basal plane (0.03 dpa). b, A second interstitial layer is nucleated on top of the first loop as distinguished from the strain contrast pointed out by the arrow (0.08
dpa). c, The second loop grows larger after nucleation (0.13 dpa). d, Low magnification TEM image showing the loop network in the sample via weak-beam dark-field imaging. One
double-layer loop is highlighted by the dashed line, and a head-on-head interaction between two loops are pointed by arrows.

Fig. 2. A series of HRTEM images showing loop-loop interactions in hcp Mg under e-beam irradiation. a, Two double-layer loops are seen in the top and middle area of the image,
whose loop edges are pointed out by the arrows. b, The edge of the middle loop extends to the right side of the image until it is lined up with the single-layer loop at the bottom
side. Two loops are aligned up in a head-on-head position as marked by the dashed circle (c), until the middle loop further extends and crosses over (d).
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Fig. 3. Illustration of loop configuration of possible double-layer loops in a), E-N, b), I1-
I2, c), I1-Na and d), I1-Nb types. Loop areas in green, blue and dark blue colors
represent the stacking fault with E, I1, and I2 type, respectively. The area containing no
stacking faults is marked as N. The corresponding Burgers vector of the first loop,
second loop, and their summation are also informed. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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the partial dislocation nucleation and extension process on the loop
plane as revealed in fcc crystal fromMD simulation [42,43]. Such I1
stacking fault also allows the formation of an extra SIA layer on the
first one, i.e., a second loop with Burgers vector b2 ¼ ½[0001].
Therefore, the total Burgers vector of the double-layer loops would
be:

bI1�I2 ¼ 1
6

h
2203

i
þ 1
2
½0001� ¼ 1

3

h
1103

i
(4)

Unlike the E-N type, the second loop does not erase the stacking
fault from the first loop; rather it transforms the I1 stacking fault
into a higher energy stacking fault configuration of I2 type (ABA-

BACBCB sequence). This double-layer loop with high stacking fault
energy is for the first time to be experimentally observed in hcp
structures. The atomic configuration is shown in Fig. 4 (mid-right).

The I1-I2 type loops can further lower the energy from an
unfaulted process via a dislocation reaction with a Shockley partial
loop shear on the stacking fault plane as:

1
3

h
1103

i
þ 1
3

h
1100

i
/½0001� (5)

It forms an I1-Na type of double-layer loop with b1 ¼ 1 =6 ½2203�,
b2 ¼ 1 =6 ½2203�, and bI1-Na ¼ [0001]. Fig. 5 shows the experimental
evidence of such transformation captured by in situ STEM obser-
vations. The intermediate process of I1-Na formation through Eqs.
(4) and (5) are thus suggested as in dislocation reaction in Eq. (6)
[31,44]. This bridges the conventional understanding of I1-N type
of the double-layer loop formation in hcp Zn [44] and Zr [31].
1
6

h
2203

i
þ 1
6

h
2203

i
/½0001� (6)

The structure of the I1-Na type double-layer loop is shown in
Fig. 4c (bottom-right). Note that the I1-Na double-layer loop is also
possible to be transformed from an E-N single-layer loop via a
similar Shockley partial dislocation shear on the residual faulted
plane between the first and second loop; however, such trans-
formation is not observed in this study.

In a similar manner, the unfaulted process can occur via the
following dislocation reaction

1
3

h
1103

i
þ 1
3

h
0110

i
/

1
3

h
1213

i
(7)

An I1-Nb type of double-layer loop is thus formed with
b1 ¼ 1 =6 ½2203�, b2 ¼ 1 =6 ½0223�, and bI1-Nb ¼ 1 =3 ½1213�. This I1-Nb
type double-layer loop has the same stacking sequences on the first
and second loop as those of I1-Na, but contains a full dislocation
component of <a>. The I1-Nb type double-layer loop can be
distinguished from I1-Nb type via the Burgers circuit as compared
in Fig. 4 (bottom-right and bottom-left).

Fig. 6 shows the relative fraction of the four types of double-
layer loops observed in the irradiated area. Their abundance is
estimated from 47 double-layer loops observed in the STEM.
Among them, I1-Na type is the most frequently observed and
maintains a relative fraction of about 69%. The E-N type and I1-I2
type loops constitute 14% and 15%, respectively. Interestingly, a
small number of E-N type and I1-I2 type loops are still detected. The
existence of I1-I2 type double-layer loop indicates that I1-I2 type
loop may still maintain the stability to prevent them from trans-
forming into the I1-Na type. Although I1-Nb type double-layer loop
has been reported [45], such double-layer loop type is not
commonly seen from our current study as compared with other
three types of double-layer loops.

To understand the observed diverse c-component dislocation
loop configurations, the formation energies of all loop configura-
tions were calculated via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
and are compared in Fig. 7. In the calculation, the size of the first
loop was fixed at about 26 nm (i.e., with 6051 SIAs), which is
comparable to the observed critical size for a second loop to
nucleate and grow. As the second loop becomes larger to about
1700 SIAs, a trend regarding the formation energy of double-layer
loops is clearly seen from Fig. 7b as I1-Na < E-N < I1-I2 < I1-Nb.
This explains why the I1-Na double-layer loop is the most
commonly observed loop type.

The above ranking of loop energy, however, is not apparent at
the beginning stage of a double-layer loop formation. Very similar
formation energies are found between I1-Na and I1-I2 loop, when
the second loop is within 8 nm size (i.e., less than 600 SIAs). This
indicates that the formation of I1-I2 loop could also be favorable at
the beginning. In fact, I1-I2 loop has smaller dislocation line energy
(b2 ¼ ½[0001]) than that of I1-N loop (b2 ¼ 1 =6 ½2203�), which
compensates its high I2 stacking fault energy in a small loop size.
Their comparable formation energy also suggests that the I1-I2
double-layer loop may not necessarily transform to I1-N loop right
after its formation. In addition, the structural transformation from
I1-I2 to I1-N type of loop requires a 1 =3 ½1100� partial dislocation
nucleation and propagation on the faulted loop plane, which
further increases the energy barrier to stabilize the I1-I2 loop in its
larger size. As a consequence, I1-I2 loop can be retained in the
microstructure as evidenced from the experiment. When locally
energized by the high intensity electron beam during STEM imag-
ing, such I1-I2 double-layer loop in a metastable state will even-
tually transfer to a lower energy I1-N loop.



Fig. 4. Chart of c-component dislocation formation sequences and atomic structure of double-layer loop series of E-N, I1-I2, I1-Na and I1-Nb types. Interstitial layers and stacking
fault configuration of the corresponding double-layer loops are illustrated for comparison. Additional <a> component is identified from I1-Nb loop from Burgers circuit as compared
with I1-Na type of dislocation loop.
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The E-N type double-layer loops appear to have much higher
formation energy than the other types in their early stage of for-
mation (as shown in Fig. 7b). However, such high double-layer
loop-layer energy is due to the significant contribution from its
first E-type faulted loop, whose formation energy is larger than I1-
type. For a faithful comparison, we further calculated the specific
formation energy of the second loop without including the first
loop. As seen in Fig. 8, the second loop in E-N type has the lowest
specific formation energy, which suggests a large likelihood/ten-
dency to form a second layer on a single-layer E-type loop. Thus, the
formation of E-N loop is possible even with its high formation
energy at the beginning.

Here, it should be noted that the existence of the E-N type
double-layer loop is dependent on the stability of pre-existing
single-layer E-type loop in microstructure. This prerequisite can
be affirmed via the calculation of single-layer E and I1 type of loop
formation energy as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. A crossover of the
formation energy in E-type and I1-type single-layer loops is seen in
Fig. 7a with the loop size less than 11 nm (1000 SIAs), implying that
the E-type loops can be favorably formed in a smaller loop size. In
fact, E-type loops may still co-exist with I1-type in the micro-
structure in a relatively larger loop size due to the difficulty of
partial nucleation for the E-to-I1 loop transformation. As E-N
double-layer loop is formed, such structural transformation be-
comes evenmore difficult since the faulted loop area is squeezed as
the second loop edge extends much closer to the first loop edge in
less than 5 nm (as shown earlier in Fig. 4a). No experimental evi-
dence for the direct transformation of E-N loop to I1-N type has
been observed, which further confirms the stability of E-N type
loop.

3.3. Multi-layer dislocation loops

Although the stacking fault energy of a single-layer loop can be
reduced via the growth of the second loop on its faulted plane, it
should not be the only driving force for the double-layer loop for-
mation. As shown in the calculation in Fig. 7, all types of double-
layer loops experience an increment in their normalized forma-
tion energy during their nucleation. Such an increment is largely
attributed to the normalized dislocation line energy of the second



Fig. 5. In situ observation of loop structure transformation from a), I1-I2 to b), I1-N
type. The corresponding stacking sequences in the second layer loop region are
marked in the figure.

Fig. 7. Specific formation energy (Ef) of single- and double-layer loops calculated as a
function of self-intestinal atom number in the loop. The enlarged area of Fig. 7a
marked by dash line is shown in Fig. 7b.
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loop, i.e., there exists an energy barrier for the second loop nucle-
ation. For I1-I2 double-layer loop, the second loop formation even
increases the loop stacking fault energy in additional to the dislo-
cation line energy. To overcome the energy barrier, the critical role
of high energy state of SIA sink to the double-layer loop is sug-
gested. As known, Frankel pairs of SIA and vacancy can be gener-
ated during electron irradiation. Those uncombined SIAs have
much higher formation energy of about 1.51 eV calculated from
MD, which will further agglomerate in the form of SIAs loops to
reduce the excess energy. The large energy drop from 1.51 eV to
0.45e0.2 eV could promote both single- and double-layer loop
formation as seen from Fig. 8. A competitive process for loop for-
mation between a new single-layer loop and a double-layer loop
would therefore be expected. In fact, as the loops formed networks
during the irradiation, we observed an average loop spacing of
about 10e15 nm when loops appear to saturate in the micro-
structure. The high density of loops further reduced the possibility
Fig. 6. Relative abundance of the double-layer loop type from the STEM observation.
of nucleating new single-layer loops, while providing alternative
sites for SIA to nucleate and form the new layer on top of the
existing loops.
Fig. 8. Specific formation energy of the second loop, E2f , for different double-layer loop
types, as compared with those of E and I1 single-layer loops.



Fig. 9. The observed triple loop structure by STEM, a, I1-I2-I1 type, b, I1-N-I1 type. The
corresponding loop configuration is illustrated by the bottom-right corner insert. The
loop edges were pointed out by arrows.
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As SIAs were continuously generated and agglomerated during
irradiation, the formation of triple or even quadruple loops is ex-
pected. Indeed, I1-I2-I1 type and I1-N-I1 type of triple loops are
observed and shown in Fig. 9. Quadruple multiple layer loops are
also observed in types of I1-N-I1-I2 and I1-I2-I1-N. Table 1 sum-
marizes the predicted type of double-, triple- and quadruple-layer
loops and their Burgers vector. The observed types of multiple-
layer loops are also marked.
Table 1
Summary and prediction of c-component dislocation loop configurations.

Loop Type Category b1 b2

EeN double-layer 1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001]
I1eI2 double-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
2 [0001]

I1eNa double-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203]
I1eNb double-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [0223]

EeNeE triple-layer 1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001]
EeNeI1 triple-layer 1

2 [0001] 1
2 [0001]

I1eI2eI1 triple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

2 [0001]
I1eNaeE triple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [2203]

I1eNaeI1 triple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203]
I1eNbeE triple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [0223]

I1eNbeI1 triple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [0223]
EeNeEeN quadruple-layer 1

2 [0001] 1
2 [0001]

EeNeI1eI2 quadruple-layer 1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001]
EeNeI1eNa quadruple-layer 1

2 [0001] 1
2 [0001]

EeNeI1eNb quadruple-layer 1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001]
I1eI2eI1eI2 quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
2 [0001]

I1eI2eI1eNa quadruple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

2 [0001]
I1eI2eI1eNb quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
2 [0001]

I1eNaeEeN quadruple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203]
I1eNaeI1eI2 quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [2203]

I1eNaeI1eNa quadruple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203]
I1eNaeI1eNb quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [2203]

I1eNbeEeN quadruple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [0223]
I1eNbeI1eI2 quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [0223]

I1eNbeI1eNa quadruple-layer 1
6 [2203] 1

6 [0223]
I1eNbeI1eNb quadruple-layer 1

6 [2203] 1
6 [0223]
3.4. Effect on loop-loop interaction

The formation of c-component interstitial loops can cause
compressive strain along [0001] direction. As shown in Fig. 10, the
compressive/tensile strain is applied along [0001] direction for up
to 2% in single- and double-layer loops. In general, for all loops, the
formation energy increases (decreases) upon compressive (tensile)
strain. As two loops approach each other, their stress fields overlap
and interact. Specifically, as the tensile stress is generated by one
loop near its outer area of loop edge, the reduced formation energy
promotes the growth of another loop until the two loop edges are
aligned (as seen in Fig. 2c). Thus, two loops tend to be attracted to
each other and line up in head-on-head configuration. However, as
one loop further extends to the inner side of another loop, the stress
condition is reversed to a compression stress to suppress the loop
extension further. It should also be noted that the formation energy
of loop is only slightly dependent on the strain shown in Fig.10. The
small amount of increased loop energy barrier for loop extension
may be easily overcomed by absorbing isolated SIAs to a loop, thus
initiating further passing the head-on-head loop position and
further growth (as seen in Fig. 2d).
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have directly observed in situ the interstitial c-
component dislocation loops in Mg under electron irradiation. The
detailed atomic structure of loops and their associated stacking
faults were characterized via STEM HAADF imaging. These c-
component dislocation loops are frequently observed in double-
layer loop structures. Inter-loop interaction occurred in forms of
double-layer loop formation, extended single-layer loop formation,
b3 b4 btot Observed

e e [0001] Yes

e e 1
3 [1103] Yes

e e [0001] Yes

e e 1
3[1213] Yes

1
2 [0001] e 3

2 [0001] No
1
6 [2203] e 1

6[2209] No
1
2 [0001] e 1

6[2209] Yes
1
2 [0001] e 3

2[0001] No
1
6 [2203] e 1

6[2209] Yes
1
2 [0001] e 1

6[2429] No
1
6 [0223] e 1

6[2209] No
1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001] 2[0001] No
1
6 [2203] 1

2 [0001] 1
3[1106] No

1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203] 2[0001] No
1
6 [2203] 1

6 [0223] 1
3[1216] No

1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001] 1
3[1106] No

1
2 [0001] 1

6 [2203] 2[0001] Yes
1
2 [0001] 1

6 [0223] 1
3 [1216] No

1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001] 2[0001] No
1
6 [2203] 1

2 [0001] 1
3 [1106] Yes

1
6 [2203] 1

6 [2203] 2[0001] No
1
6 [2203] 1

6 [0223] 1
3[1216] No

1
2 [0001] 1

2 [0001] 1
3[1216] No

1
6 [0223] 1

2 [0001] 1
3[1106] No

1
6 [0223] 1

6 [0223] 1
3[1216] No

1
6 [0223] 1

6 [2203] 2[0001] No



Fig. 10. Specific formation energy of the N-I1 and single-layer I1 loops as a function of
external strain along [0001] direction. Positive (negative) strain means tension
(compression).
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and head-on-head configuration. Four types of double-layer loops
were observed, which are categorized as (a) E-N, (b) I1-I2, (c) I1-Na,
and (d) I1-Nb. Their relative fractions are 14%, 15%, 69% and 2%,
respectively. The evidence of loop-to-loop transformation was in
situ captured in this study. The structural transformation occurred
through a partial dislocation shearing or un-faulted process.

Based on molecular dynamics calculations, the formation en-
ergies and relative stabilities of the four types of double-layer loops
can be ranked as I1-Na < E-N < I1-I2 < I1-Nb, consistent with their
abundance in observations. At the initial stage of their formation,
however, energy calculation shows the possibility of forming I1-I2
and E-N type of loops, whose metastable structure could be
retained in the microstructure. We believe that the formation of
double-layer loops could be related to the self-interstitial atoms
whose agglomeration into c-component dislocation loops could
effectively reduce the system energy. The c-component dislocation
loops provide new sites for SIA sink to form multiple-layer loops,
which compete with the nucleation of new single-layer loops in the
matrix. This promoted the formation of triple and quadruple c-
component dislocation loops with diverse structures.
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